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GROW ALTON
On a warm sunny Saturday in late March we came together with the
Alton Horticultural Society and the Alton Allotments Association for
the first time to run a joint event to inspire Altonians to 'Grow Alton'.

Tool Sharpening

The first sight to grab visitors' attention was an impressive array of
second hand tools ranged against the Assembly Rooms garden wall,
most of which had found new homes by the end of the afternoon.
Some people took their new possession over to the stall opposite to
be sharpened. Gardeners had also brought their own from home keeping Hilary busy all day.
People got their hands into the dirt sowing some sunflower seeds, or
making a grass seed head. In the hall the smell of baking wafted
through the air as children made cheese and herb scones pronounced delicious and incredibly easy.

AAA information

At our stand we talked to people about getting involved in our plots
and planters around the town, and even starting new ones in their
own neighbourhoods, continuing conversations over a cup of tea or
coffee.
Barbara shared her knowledge on all things composting and Ellis
shared tips on ways to cut down on watering in the garden. More
information and advice was on offer in the wide variety of second
hand books and magazines to be picked up. Gardeners selected new
seed varieties to try from the mini 'Seed Swap'.

Herb Scone making

Watering hints

Visitors left inspired for the new growing season and with new, or
renewed, knowledge of the many growing and gardening activities
and groups in their community.

Sunflowers and Grass heads

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Alton Farmers’ Market 2019
May 11th
June 8th
July 13th
August 10th

ALFI Seedling Swap
Saturday 11th May 10.00—3.00pm
Craft Market
Cross and Pillory

ALFI AGM
8th July
Railway Arms
Energy Alton
Weds 15th May 7.30
Community Centre
Talk by Farnham Repair Cafe

Alton Horticultural Society
Saturday 29th June
Scarecrow Competition
Assembly Rooms

Community Gardens Working
Parties
Westbrooke Rd Fridays 2.00—3.30
May 3rd, June 7th, July 5th, August 2nd
St Lawrence Vicarage Sundays 10.30—12.30
April 28th; May 19th; June 30th; July 28th
Station Plot Sundays 10.30—12.30
May 5th; June 2nd; July 7th

SEEDLING SWAP
Gardeners who sow from
seed are usually faced with
this
frustrating
scenario: some seeds will
have sprouted
bountifully,
whereas others will have
mysteriously disappointed,
resulting in a potentially very
lopsided growing season. We
have the solution: a 'Seedling
Swap'. Bring your surplus
seedlings to swap, or if your best
intentions to sow seeds came to
nothing this year, you can also
pick up seedlings for a donation.
Saturday 11th May, 10am–3pm
at Cross and Pillory Lane

A Walk around ALFI’s plots and planters
For the first time this year ALFI is taking part in the
Alton Walking Festival. We’ll be leading a circular
walk around all of our sites, showing how once
neglected patches of ground and planters in town
have been turned into productive food-growing
areas. It will also highlight some of the
opportunities that exist to buy local food.
Saturday 25 May. Start time: 10am. The walk is free
but you must book in advance. More information
and to book see: www.alton.gov.uk/
Alton_Walking_Festival_2019_25042.aspx

Film showing – in combination with the Alton
Society and Energy Alton
An audience of over 120 applauded with enthusiasm at
the end of the film of Tomorrow which ALFI, Alton
Society and Energy Alton together screened in the Alton
Maltings last month.

The theme of the film is climate change. It shows what
communities around the world are doing to lessen the
dangers, locally and globally, and the message is
inspiring and positive. Tomorrow starts by telling us
urgent action is needed to combat the climate crisis, but
the examples it gives show the many different ways that
local groups can change the way they live for the sake of
our planet. It looks at the themes of farming,
economics, energy generation and education, and many
in the audience felt there were ideas we could explore
in Alton. Questions afterwards showed a lot of interest
in what ALFI does around the town. All three
organisations involved in putting on the film show would
welcome new volunteers – just go to their web sites.
Anyone who would like to show the film to a group, a
school or a society should contact Energy Alton.

